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Japan. Consequently, if there are fo be discussions on methods of ensuring
Japan's security, it should be necessary to probe more deeply into what is
meant by the "threats from Communist China" mentioned in the U.S.‑Japan
Joint Communique. As for tlle " threats " referred to here, it seems safe to
deflne these as a situation in which actions which will endang'er one or all of
such rights as tlle very physical existence of the, Japanese people, their eco‑

nomic prosperity or the determining of their own political system, are
actually being taken or there are strong prospects of such actions being taken.

Such threats are usually considered as coming from outside. However, they
could exist within the country, too. The question here is whether such threats
will come from China or n:ot.
There has been a tendency to discuss the threat from 'China mainly from
the aspect of her military capabilities, especially its nuclear ca:pabilities.

Viewed from this aspect, the following argument can be traced : Between
1968 and 1970, China will probably become capable of making" a huclear
attack against its neighboring nations, including Japan. Also, by around 1972,
she will probably com to have the capabilities, although elemental, of making

nuclear attacks against th

American mainland.1 Since China has these

capabilities, it may come to harbor intentions of actually attacking Japan or
America. From this arises the concept of a nuclear deterrent, that is, of pre‑
venting the Chinese from coming to have such intentions, by indicating the
intention and capabilities of making retaliatory attacks against the China
main.1and, if China were to make such attacks. When considered in the light
of this argument, the '< threats of China " do exisf, but, since America's

nuclear deterrent will be in force, Japan's security will be guaranteed.
Thus, the conclusion is that, if America's nuclear deterrent power were to
be weakened for some reason or other, Japan would also be confronted witll
the " threat of China," and that therefore, Japan should cooperate in the
strengthening of America's nuclear deterrent power.
The foregoing shows, in simple terms, the concept of tryin:g to counter
the "threat of China" with a deterrent power, by understanding the threat
from the aspect of China's capabilities: The actual argument is not as simple
as this, but this is sufEicient for our discussion at this point. In the argument

presented here, there are two important premises. One is ' that when there
!

exists a possibility, it should be coped with as a probability or inevitability.
Consequently, such a question as the " intentions :' of Chiha as to how it is
planl:1;ing to use its capabilities, or the question of " national objectives " is

abstracted. However, the qutstion of " intentions " is not completely dis‑
regarded. From this arises the second premise. This is the premise that
the Chinese leaders will act rationally. If the Chinese leaders wer mad,
then the strategy of deterrent would not be applicable to China. If China
were 'to become obsessed by the tenacious idea of destroying , Tokyo at
all costs, regardless of the price it hust pay,' after it completes effective
* This is an estimate given in a report by The Joint Committee on Atomic Energy
of the United States which was published in August, 1967.
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IRBM'S, theh it wpuld not be possible to deter it in any way. There does no.t
exist a 100‑percent effective ABM system, and furthermore, such a system is
not likely to be possible in tlle future either.

There is an argument that even though China does not have missiles, it
has the capability of completely destroying America now that it has come
to possess hydrogen boinbs. Stuart Alsop has written a fantasy about llydrogen
bombs, equipped with delayed action mechanisms and disguised as shipments of
shrimp, being shipped to all the major cities in the United States by trucks,

and completely wiping out America.2 Iri this fantasy, the Soviet Union is
also completely destroyed by nuclear retaliatory polA'er unleashed by tlle
Uhited States, which inistakes the bombs for an attack from the Soviet Union.
Consequently, if th6 Ieaders of China IA;'ere to become mad, then the con‑

clusiori may be that there is no way to counter the " threat from China "
except by a preventive wat. The concept of deterrent strategy, on the other
handj is based on the premise that the leaders of China are rational, and
that therefore, even if they were to harbor the intent to attack, they could
be induced to change through rational calculations. When vielA'ed in the
above way, this concept of a deterrent strategy can be said to ' be taking
"intentions" into account to the extent of trusting the "rationality" of Chinese
leaders, while not taking " intentions " into account in considering for IArhat

"purpose" China may use its capabilities. This kind of an approach cannot
be said to contain a real analysis of the " threat of China," because it is
not possible to see whether the "threat" actually exists or not, unless one studies

both of a nation's capabilities and what objectives it aims at attaining with
its capabilities. In the nuclear age, if capabilities alone are considered, even
super‑powers will not be able to rest for a moment. It is necessary for them
to confirm each other's intentions at all times, through mutual communication.
Sufficient communication does riot exist with China. Furthermore, even

if there were such communication, it would not be possible to obtain com‑
plete information concerning China's "national objectives'> and its "intentions"
based on them. It is also hot possible to discuss objectives and intentions in

a vacuum, separated from actual capabilities and power relations. Thus, it
is 'not possible to reject studies made solely from the aspect of capabilities,
premised on the other side's rationality, as completely meaningless. However,

it would be extremely dangerous if policies were formulated on the basis of
such considerations alone. Trying to choose the best from the vVorst con‑
ceivable results may appear extremely rational when viewed from tlle stand‑

point of one nation, but when viewed from the standpoint of the common
ihterests of two nations, it will rather lead to irrational results, as indicated

by the example of the prisoner's dilemma in the theory of games.
C.onsequently, in order to analyze more deeply what is meant by the
" threat of China," and in order to discuss measures for Japan's security, it
･ Although. I used the term fantasy, it is based on statements made by the Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Wheeler at a Senate Meeting ; See Reader's Digest.
March, 1968 (an abridged article from the Saturday Evening Post).

